Changes in The Japan Foundation Arts and Culture Department and Working Sections

In order to clarify and strengthen its strategies based on countries and regions of focus, as of April 1, 2012, The Japan Foundation will be re-organizing the working sections within its Arts and Culture Department as follows:

Old Working Sections based on Discipline (to be discontinued)

- Planning and Coordination Section
- Culture and Society Section
- Visual Arts Section
- Performing Arts Section
- Film, TV and Publication Section
- International Triennale Section
- Pop Culture Section

New Working Sections based on Geographic Area (to be implemented)

- Planning and Coordination Section
- Americas Section
- Asia and Oceania Section
- Europe, Middle East and Africa Section
- Media and Communications Section

Beginning Monday, April 2, 2012, the contact numbers of the sections will be:

Planning and Coordination Section
[new telephone number: 03-5369-6060]

Americas Section
[new telephone number: 03-5369-6061]

Asia and Oceania Section
[new telephone number: 03-5369-6062]

Europe, Middle East and Africa Section
[new telephone number: 03-5369-6063]

Media and Communications Section
[new telephone number: 03-5369-6064]

New FAX number (for all sections): 03-5369-6038